WCBS Hosting
®

passFINANCE &
3sysACADEMIC
in the cloud

Meet your cloud objectives
WCBS Hosting provides a highly secure platform
based in the UK and available via a browser
worldwide.
With the WCBS Hosting solution WCBS can
host your passFINANCE and 3sysACADEMIC
data on our cloud-based servers, which
we manage for you. This gives you remote
access to your software whilst removing the
strain of managing your physical servers.
WCBS Hosting is enabled with WCBS partner MIS
Hosting (part of the MIS Group), with whom we
have a long-standing partnership. The platform is
globally accessible, and the data residency of the
infrastructure is kept within the United Kingdom.

Get in touch to discuss hosting passFINANCE or 3sysACADEMIC in the cloud
information@wcbs.co.uk

www.wcbs.co.uk

+44 (0)1458 833 344
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How we keep
your data safe

A highly secure platform
WCBS will provide a secure browser-based
experience for accessing your software,
allowing passFINANCE and 3sysACADEMIC
to run seamlessly in a browser across a wide
range of devices.
The hosting experience can only be accessed
via HTTPS, and security updates are deployed
on a weekly basis depending on the status of
the update.
The servers are hosted on a secure private
network where each server is isolated only
allowing specific traffic.

Accessed only via
HTTPS

Uptime Target
WCBS targets 99.95% for uptime which is
measured over a month.

Multi-Factor Authentication
Additional security is available via Multi-Factor
Authentication (MFA) with apps such as
Microsoft Authenticator or Google Cloud to
login with a one-time passcode (OTP).

Accredited Datacentre
ISO27001 | BS: 5975
Our hosting partners own all the hardware
in the datacentre which has ISO:27001 and
BS:5979 accreditations.

Isolated Servers on
a Secure Private
Network

Daily Database & Server Backups
Security updates
can be deployed
Weekly

Databases are backed up daily on a 7-day
retention. Servers have snapshots taken daily
and retained on a rolling 28 day cycle.

Availability of
Multi-Factor
Authentication

UK Data Residency

Save money and time
On top of being able to access your WCBS
solutions remotely, you will also save time and
money on Microsoft licensing and hardware
upgrades.

WCBS Hosting is located in a datacentre in
Manchester, UK. The datacentre has 24/7
manned security with swipe card, retina entry
controls and access is only permitted by prior
arrangement.

You will no longer need to maintain expensive
servers on site, and WCBS will manage your
cloud servers and maintain your software
versions so you will always be up to date.

Globally Accessible
The platform is globally accessible, 24/7,
from anywhere with an internet connect
and using the recommended browser.
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